Estimation of SOC Content in Anthropogenic Soils from Flysch Deposits Using Vis-NIR Spectroscopy
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Summary

The objectives of this work were to estimate the ability of Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy for the prediction of soil organic carbon (SOC) content in terraced soils from Flysch deposits in Dalmatia, Croatia and to determine the significance of spectral wavelengths and regions. In a total of 159 top-soil samples (0-25 cm) SOC content was determined in the laboratory and reflectance spectra were collected using a portable Terra Spec 4 Hi-Res Mineral Spectrometer with a wavelength range 350-2500 nm. The partial last square regression (PLSR) with leave-one-out cross-validation method was used for calibrating the Vis-NIR spectra and SOC content. The SOC content varied from 2.79 to 28.66 g kg⁻¹ with an average value of 13.47 g kg⁻¹. The SOC model prediction parameters, the coefficient of determination (R²), the ratio of performance to deviation (RPD) and the range error ratio (RER) were 0.73, 1.76 and 8.19, respectively, indicating moderately useful calibration model which is acceptable for a rapid sample screening for SOC content determination. The wavelengths located near 1400, 1900, 2000, 2200, 2225, 2275, 2325 and 2355 nm in NIR, near 560 nm in visible and near 825 nm in the short-wave NIR (700-1100 nm) were identified as important wavelengths for PLSR SOC modelling.
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Introduction

Soil organic carbon (SOC) is crucial for sustaining soil fertility since it affects physical, chemical and biological soil properties. The need of rapid and accurate information on SOC content has long been recognized. During the last two decades many researchers have demonstrated that Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) is capable of providing low cost, fast and reliable tool for prediction of chemical and physical soil properties compared to laboratory analyzes (Ben-Dor and Banin, 1995; Chang and Laird., 2002; Sankey et al., 2008; Ben-Dor et al., 2009; Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006; 2010; Stevens et al. 2013). Soil organic carbon (SOC) is a soil property that has been the most often quantified by Vis-NIR DRS with substantial differences in prediction accuracy as summarized in the review articles by Viscarra Rossel et al. (2006), and Stenberg et al. (2010). There are several possible explanations for highly variable performance of SOC prediction such as: quality (Ben Dor 1995; Brown et al. 2005) and quantity of organic matter (Montgomery and Baumgardner, 1974), heterogeneity of soil types, and parent material (Vasquez et al. 2010; Wijevardane et al. 2016).

The SOC significantly influences the reflectance characteristics of a soil and has spectral activity over a whole Vis-NIR spectral range (Ben-Dor et al., 2009). The soil spectrum characterizes complex absorption patterns with a large number of predictor variables that are highly collinear, and therefore analyses of diffuse reflectance spectra require the use of multivariate calibrations (Martens and Naes, 1989). The most common calibration method for analyses of SOC (and soil) spectra is partial last square regression (PLSR), developed by Wold et al. (2001). It raises a question whether PLS models are based directly upon the absorptions of organic matter (OM), or they are built indirectly on OM correlations with other soil constituents i.e. carbonates, Fe oxides and/or clay minerals. Anthropogenic soils from Flysch deposits have a low SOC content, very high carbonate contents and variable mineral matrix. Given that, the question remains of usability of Vis-NIR with PLSR for SOC prediction.

The objectives of this work were to (i) estimate the ability of Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy in the combination with PLSR for the prediction of SOC content in surface horizon of terraced soils derived from Flysch deposits; (ii) to determine the significance of spectral wavelengths and regions for SOC predicting, and (iii) whether this technique is reliable enough as an alternative for traditional laboratory analysis.

Material and methods

Study area and soil data

The study area is located in the middle part of Adriatic coastal area of Croatia near the city of Split, centred on 43°32’ N; 16°29’ E. This area has a Mediterranean climate characterized by hot summers and mild, moderately rainy winters classified as Csa. The mean annual air temperature of Split for the period between 1981 and 2010 was 15.9 °C, and the mean annual precipitation for the same period was 1052 mm. This area was built of Eocene Flysch marls, sandstones and siltstones and it is characterized with a high proportion and wide range of carbonate component (Marinčić et al. 1971; Marinčić et al. 1976). Soils of the area have very low to medium humus content, silty loam texture and alkaline reaction (Miloš and Maleš, 1998). According to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2014), soils used for the analysis were classified as Terric Anthrosols (Calcaric, Siltic, Escalic). Agricultural production is characterized by small, mixed and dislocated parcels of the olive groves, vineyards, Mediterranean orchards and abandoned terraced soil. For PLSR predictions, laboratory and spectral measurement of organic carbon (OC) were used in total of 159 top-soil samples selected from a Soil spectral library of Dalmatia, Croatia described by Miloš (2013). Soil sampling was carried out using the random point sampling method throughout an entire area. The SOC content was determined using the Kotzman method (JDPZ 1966).

Spectra measurements, data pre-processing and selection of the optimal PLSR models

The spectra measurements of air-dried and sieved (2 mm) soil samples were obtained in a laboratory using a portable TerraSpec 4 Hi-Res Mineral Spectrometer (Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., Boulder, Colorado, USA) with a wavelength range of 350-2500 nm and recorded output on a 1 nm interval. The PLSR model was optimized by spectral data pre-processing treatments that included (i) a wavelength reduction to 5 nm for the whole range of 400–2500 nm using Savitzky-Golay smoothing algorithm and (ii) first-order derivative algorithm with a second order polynomial fit (Savitzky and Golay, 1964). The reflectance spectra were reduced to 400–2450 nm to eliminate the noise at spectral edges. The PLS regression with leave-one-out cross-validation method by Martens and Naes (1989) and Wold et al. (2001) was used for calibrating the spectra and soil organic carbon.

Model performance evaluation

The performance of the PLSR model was evaluated using next parameters: the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP), the standard error of prediction (SEP), the Bias, the ratio of performance to deviation (RPD), the range error ratio (RER) and the coefficient of determination (R²). The RMSEP, SEP, RPD and RER were calculated based on the following equations:

\[
\text{RMSEP} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2}
\]

\[
\text{SEP} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{y}_i - y_i - \text{Bias})^2}
\]

\[
\text{Bias} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{y}_i - y_i)
\]

\[
\text{RPD} = \frac{\text{SDv}}{\text{SEP}}
\]

\[
\text{RER} = \frac{\text{Max-Min}}{\text{SEP}}
\]

where:

- \(\hat{y}_i\) and \(y_i\) are the observed and predicted values of sample \(i\),
- \(N\), number of samples,
- \(\text{SDv}\), standard deviation of the validation dataset
- \(\text{Min}\) and \(\text{Max}\), minimum and maximum values of the validation set

The PLSR model parameters (R², RPD and RER) were used to classify the success of the predictions according to the guidelines proposed by Malley et al. (2004). Excellent calibrations were those
with \( R^2 > 0.95 \), RPD > 4, and RER > 20. Successful calibrations had \( 0.90 \leq R^2 \leq 0.95 \), \( 3 \leq \text{RPD} \leq 4 \), and \( 15 \leq \text{RER} \leq 20 \). Moderately successful calibration had \( 0.8 \leq R^2 < 0.90 \), \( 2.25 \leq \text{RPD} < 3 \), and \( 10 \leq \text{RER} < 15 \); and moderately useful ones had \( 0.7 \leq R^2 < 0.8 \), \( 1.75 \leq \text{RPD} < 2.25 \), and \( 8 \leq \text{RER} < 10 \). Hence, calibration models with \( R^2 < 0.7 \), \( \text{RPD} < 1.75 \) and \( \text{RER} < 8 \) were considered less reliable.

**Results and discussion**

**Soil and spectral properties**

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of organic carbon (SOC) content analysed using conventional laboratory method analysis (reference dataset) and their calibrated and cross-validated PLSR predictions of the 159 soil samples. The SOC content varies from 2.79 to 28.66 g kg\(^{-1}\) with an average value of 13.47 g C kg\(^{-1}\), indicating soils poor in organic carbon content. The positively skewed distribution of SOC dataset (skew=0.47) indicates a slightly asymmetrical distribution with a long tail to the right (Table 1).

Figure 1 shows the raw soil spectra (Fig. 1a) and first-derivative equivalent (Fig. 1b) for 159 soil samples in this study. The raw soil spectra (Fig. 1a) are characterized by monotone growth with increasing wavelength in the visible range (400–700 nm) and without sharp peaks. The NIR spectrum is characterized by adsorption near 1400 nm due to the first overtone of the O-H stretch and the prominent adsorption peak near 1900 nm that may be related to H-O-H bend with the O-H stretches. Two small adsorption peaks between 2000-2400 nm are linked to the characteristics of organic matter and clay minerals.

The first derivative spectra (Fig. 1b) shows two adsorption peaks at 435 and 535 nm in the visible region that can be associated with Fe minerals (e.g. haematite, goethite; Sherman and Waite, 1985). The NIR region shows strong water and OH\(^{-}\) absorptions in the NIR near 1400 and 1900 nm and a few other prominent absorptions peaks between 2200-2450 nm. These absorptions indicate the presence and the combined effect of secondary clay minerals (Clark 1999; Viscarra Rossel et al. 2006). Fig. 1b also shows characteristic carbonate band with an absorption peak of calcite at 2335 nm.

**Performance of calibration and validation model**

Table 2 shows the calibration and cross-validation results of the PLS regression models for the SOC content. The most commonly used parameters for evaluation of prediction accuracy of the model are \( R^2 \), RPD and RER. The SOC prediction model with \( R^2 = 0.73 \), \( \text{RPD} = 1.76 \) and \( \text{RER} = 8.19 \) can be considered as moderately useful according to the thresholds given by Malley et al. (2004).

The standard error of prediction (SEP value) was 2.58 g C kg\(^{-1}\) (Table 2). The results of future predictions can then be defined by equation:

Reference data = Predicted values ±2\( \times \)SEP (for confidence limit of 95%). Therefore, for this confidence limit, there is a 95% chance that the mean value of the SOC predicted model lies between 8.31 and 18.63 g C kg\(^{-1}\).

The precision obtained for SOC prediction in our study was similar to those reported in studies by Islam et al. (2003), Canasveras et al. (2012) and Gomez et al. (2013) with \( R^2 \) ranging from 0.73 to 0.77 and \( \text{RPD} \) ranging from 1.7 to 1.9. The less accurate prediction of SOC using PLSR prediction model was established
by Kuang and Mouazen (2011), Summers et al. (2011), Stevens et al. (2013) and Vasquez et al. (2010) with lower $R^2$ and RPD values in ranges of 0.12 - 0.65 and 1.07 - 1.8, respectively. A higher level of accuracy in prediction of SOC was obtained in studies of Chang and Laird (2002), Sankey et al. (2008) and Kuang and Mouazen (2011) with $R^2$ ranging from 0.89 to 0.96 and RPD ranging from 3.2 to 4.95.

The presented results show that the predictive quality of SOC calibrations is highly variable. It could be caused by the quality and quantity of organic matter, the presence of a chromophore that ‘masked’ absorptions of organic matter, characteristics of soil types, variable mineral matrix, texture, pre-processing and calibration methods.

**Importance of the wavelengths and spectral regions**

The plot of regression coefficients (Figure 2) illustrates how much each wavelength contributes the SOC prediction model and shows that significant wavelengths were located throughout the spectrum.

The most significant correlations in NIR region were found near 1400, 1900, 2000, 2025, 2200, 2225, 2275, 2325 and 2355 nm indicating the variability mainly in the NIR region. These absorptions can be attributed to water, clay minerals and organic matter (Viscarra Rossel & Behrens, 2010). The VIS region characterizes a strong adsorption peak around 560 nm. The short-wave NIR (700-1100 nm) spectral region shows a wide range between 765 and 875 nm with a peak near 825 nm. The absorption feature in the visible and short-wave NIR region can be attributed to the Fe oxides in soil (Viscarra Rossel and Behrens, 2010).

**Conclusions**

This study showed that:

— the investigated soils are poor in organic carbon content, with a mean value of 13.47 g C kg$^{-1}$

— the prediction parameters ($R^2$, RPD and RER) indicated moderately useful calibration model which is acceptable for a rapid sample screening for SOC content determination

— the wavelengths located throughout the spectrum mainly near 1400, 1900, 2000, 2025, 2200, 2225, 2275, 2325 and 2355 nm in NIR, but also near 560 nm in visible (Vis) and near 825 nm in the short-wave NIR (700-1100 nm) were identified as important wavelengths for PLSR SOC modelling

— this technique is not reliable enough as an alternative for traditional laboratory analysis but it could be used for a rapid and rough sample screening for SOC content.
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Figure 2. Regression coefficients of the wavelengths in the SOC model. The wavelengths retained as a significant ($p < 0.01$) are marked in black
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